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When I travel outside Ireland and discuss the p~oblem of Northern 

Ireland with people in other countries · I am always struck by the 

different perspective from which this tragic problem is viewed 

externally . Outside Ireland , it seems to ~e , the Northern Ireland 

crisis is , perhaps because of media treatment , seen primarily as 

one of violent conflict between organisations dedicated to 

destruction and murder . The political aspect of the situation is 

little reported and little understood. It is the IRA , its various 

splinter organisations , and protestant para-military bodies such as 

1 
I 

the UDA and UVF , which , as they kill and destroy , make the headlines , 1 

or at least find mention in the media of countries outside Ireland. 

To many people in the world the conflict thus may see m to be one 

primarily between these bodies , which , in some way are seen by much 

of world public opinion as representing , or at any rate reflecting 

the moods and wishes a~d fears of the two different sections of t he 

population of NortheY.n Ireland with their different ethnic origins. 

Of course , within IreJ.::.nr~ as outside it, the activities of thes e 

organis a tions make mony ~ f the head line s . No one living in Ire ].aDd 

North or South could f.:=til t.o feel ovcnvhelmed by the torrent of 

me a nj ngless violence 'tll-Jic-:1 has t:::Oi1 i.:Jnue d, seemi na J y u:-wn(.in~r l'l ~:01: 

so ma ny y ears, and for 'tlh i. ' ~:~ from t.i!r.e to time in v a ri ous v,ra-.r s '• as 

ove"LfJowPd from the N:::; :· ~il l.v tn~ "R(;rJ ub l i c .:n0 t.o Great Brit.;)i11. 
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The scale of its impact may best b~ seer. and may best be grasped 

by an American audience, perhaps, by multiplying the consequences 

of this violence in tsr~s of the population difference between 

the United States and Northern Ireland. The United States has a 

population 150 times greater than that of Northern Ireland . Thus 

the death roll in Northern Ireland if it were to be reproduced 

on an American scale would have involved over 200 , 000 deaths and 

2 1 ; 2 million injuries over a period of less than 8 years . 

Moreover the scale of damage to property, as a percentage of the 

the gross domestic product of Northern Ireland would be equivalent 

in American terms to something like 50 billion dollars a year . 

At the same time the arbitrariness of the violence , which puts 

every member of the community at risk, is a particularly 

demoralising feature . We are not dealing here with a guerrilla 

campaign between revolutionary or para-military forces and the 

institutional forces of law and order - this type of conflict 

represents only a very small fraction indeed of the violence in 

Northern Ireland . The vast majority of the murders, especially in 

recent years, have been sectarian killings in which protestant are 

murdered by the IRA simpJy because they are protestants , and 

therefore presumed to s~pport the union with Great Britain , while 

catholics are murdered bf Protestant para-military gangs simply 

because they are presumed to be opposed to this union. The 

shooting down of ordina~y citizens in their homes and at their 

places of work , or their mass murder by the bombing of bars, 

restaurants , shops, etc . n··~ created an atmosphere of total 

insecurity for the entj re corru.l.Ani ty . At certain times the IRA 
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campaign takes marginally different forms - thus at present the 

Provisional .IRA are concentrating on murdering protestant business 

men in the hope that in this way they may disrupt the economy of 

Northern Ireland, as they have failed to do by blowing up property. 

This violence has from time to time overflowed into the Republic 

also. Amongst the crimes committed by Provisional IRA activists 

in the Republic, have been the murder of one of my political 

colleagues, a protestant senator, who happened to visit the home 

of his fiancee at a time when a Provisional IRA gang were burning 

down the house, and throwing the family bible into the fire. 

The family happened to be protestants: the recent murder of a 

member of the police force of the Republic by setting a booby trap 

in a deserted house, then phoning the police anonymously to make 

sure they would come to the house, burning down of cinemas in the 

centre of Dublin, the kidnapping of the Dutch business man, 

Mr. Herrema, the murder 0f the British Ambassador and a girl member 

of the Northern Ireland office staff and hundreds of robberies of 

post offices, banks and shops. 

These facts about the Provisional IRA and its campaign of 

indiscriminate and ~arg~ly sectarian violence need to be bluntly 

stated and cannot be glessed over. 

The acts of violence undf·~taken by these organisations do not 

however, to us in Ireland, represent the key to the Northern Ireland 

problem. Indeed by thei- ~aropaign , which has disgusted the vast 

majority of the Irish ~eople, :~orth and South, they have made 

themselves irrelevant tu the rcJl probJe~. The political problem. 

-_j 
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They are of course relevant to the exte.lt that their violence 

creates tensions within the Northern Ireland community which make 

political negotiations !Jetween representative groups of the two 

sections of the community more difficult . But they are relevant 

only in this negative sense , - thus very few people in Ireland , 

North or South , believe for a moment tpat the problem of Northern 

Ireland would be resolved by some kind of negotiation involving 

these violent groups , or negotiation between them . Even their 

negative impact on the possibility of finding a political solution 

is probably far from decisive. It is certainly arguable that 

a much more potent obstacle to agreement between political 

representatives of the two sections of the community has been the 

impact of extreme protestant politicians whose influence has been 

a powerful harrier to conciliation on the loyalist side. 

To understand why the role of the men of violence is seen in 

Ireland as not being politically crucial it is necessary to 

understand how little support they have amongst the people in 

either section of the co~nunity in Northern Ireland or in the 

Republic. This is to a large degree measurable in P.Olitical terms 

because during the period of the Northern Ireland crisis since 

1968 many elections - hav~ taken place , both in Northern Ireland and 

in the Republic , which have not merely been completely free 

elections , but which in the Republic throughout this period and 

in Northern Ireland in ~t~ latter part of this period, have been 

carried out according to a prooortional representation system wh ici1 

provides a very accurate r~ ~ lection of the voting pattern in the 

strengt~s of the diffe,·ent po ~. itical grouns elected to office . 
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It is true that in a number of instances the extremists ha~ie not 

put forward candidates for election because of their consciousness 

of their political weakness. But all the ex~remist groups have 

been tested to some extent on some occasions, a~d all have failed 

to secure even the most minimal support. 

Thus, Provisional Sinn Fein, the political party of the Provisional 

IRA, put forward candidates in half the constituencies in local 

Government elections in the Republic in 1974 and secured one percent 1 

of the votes. In Northern Ireland Provisional Sinn Fein have 

not put forward candidates at any election. On occasions candidat~s ' 
I 

however, have gone forward who are known to reflect their viewpoint 

and in no proportional representation election have any of these 
I 

been elected to a provincial body - Parliament, Assenilily or 

Convention. In general the position of Provisional Sinn Fein with 
' 

regard to elections in Northern Ireland has been one of advocating 

abstention from the polls and it is possible to measure approximately 

the amount of support implied by this policy by seeing the extent 

to which the voting strength of the Nationalist Catholic Section of 

the population is under-represented at the polls. Such an 

analysis does not suggest that their political support has run to 

more than about five or six percent at any period. 
I 

So far as the Official IRA represented by Official Sinn Fein are 
' I 

concerned, they have presented candidates both in the Republic and 

in Northern Ireland. Like the Provisional Sinn F~~n they secured 

1/2 percent of the votes in the local elections i11 l974 in the 

Republic. In Northern Ireland they also secui0d a so~0what simjln r 

small percentage in local elections but have faile~ on ~ny 
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occasion to have one of their representatives elected to the 

regional parliament, assembly or convention . 

On the protestant side some of the para-military organisations 

have in certain elections put forward candidates for election . 

It has been rare for any of these candidates even to secure as 

many as 1 , 000 votes in constituencies where the votes run into 

tens of thousands . 

Against this background it is easy to see why in Ireland itself 

these bodies are regarded ai having little political significance, 

however much death and destruction they can wreak . Therefore 
. . . .. . . 

the political discussion in Irela.nd turhs · around the positions . I 
of the political par'ties in Northern Ireland which actually secure 

the support of the electorate in the frequent free elections 
I 

that have taken place there during this period of crisis . 

These political parties represent the two different sections of 

this community , which is divided basically on etLnic lines , 

between the descendants of the original Irish jnhabitants of this 

part of the province of Ulster and the descendants of the 17th 
\.J \ 1 

Century Colonists w-~ carne there from England and Scotland . 
I 

Unlike all the earlier colonists - and Ireland has been colonised 

wholly or partially many times during the millennia - those wbo 
I 

carne in this wave of' colonisation in the 17th Ce~+ury failed to 

( 

assimilate with the indigenous inhabitants because of the reljgious 
I 

division that had arisen through the reforrna~ion j1~ the previous 

century . It was the lack of intermarriage bet~een th6 colonists 

- J 
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and the earlier inhabitants, caused by this re2.igious division, 

which ensured that each of these two groups has retained its own 

sense of identity over a period of almost fou~ centuries. ( 

The more immediate roots of the present problem lie, however, 

in the reactions of British Governments immediately before and 

after the first World War to the problem posed by the insistent 
~ 
as a .\ demand of the great majority of the Irish people for, 

minimum , self Government within the United Kingdom, or Home Rule. 

The descendants of the post-reformation colonists, protestant 

by religion, not merely in North East Ireland, where they 

represented a local majority, but also in the rest of the island 
I . • 

\-There the'ir numbe'rs wer'e ' much _.srnalier ," fe'ared the Consequences 
I 
I 

of finding themselves under the control of a Home Rule Government 

democratically elected by the majority of the Irish people, 
I 

I 
Roman Catholic in religion, and, it was feared , likely to feel 

resentful at the centuries-long domination by the minority of 

colonists. Throughout most of the country this unionist 

protestant minority was too small to influence the ultimate 

decision to grant Home Rule , but in the North East, in parts of 

..· ... 

which the protestant unionists outnumbered t~e catholic nationalists 

by over 2 to 1 , the situation was different. The threat of 

violent resistance to Home Rule by this local p~otestant majority 

in the North East weakened the resolution of successive British 

I 
Governments to give Home Rule to Ireland as a uni t and led to the 

decision in 1920 to set uo two Home Rule parliaments , one in the 

North East and one i~ the remainder of the countr~ . 

',' " ' . .. . " 
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The motivation for this decision is soroethiDg which historians 

will eventu~lly have to judge . In part at least it certainly 

reflected an unwilliligness on the part of British politicians to 

take on such a powerful and determined group as the protestant 

unionists majority in the North East corner of the island . There 

may also , however , have been a further consideration- the 

apparent desirability from Britain ' s point of view of ensuring 

that , in part of Ireland at last , there would be a Government 

acted by a local majority strongly loyal to the British connection 

and securing for Britain a reliable strategic base in the island , 

the greater part of which might be expected to move on in due 

course from Home Rule to Independence . 

. .,. . .... . . . . . ~· . .;. . . . ,.. :· •• ~ 0 • 
... . .. . 

•: 0 ~ • 0 ... , • .. ":·:--. .· _.: . ~ :· .,. ., ·: • . • . :l : • • •• . : · : • ' 0~ · • . . 

Historians will also have to judge as to the wisdom of this 

decision to divide Ireland in this way . It seems to me unlikely 

that they will conclude that the decision was one that was wise 

in the long-term interests of Ireland or perhaps , indeed , even of 

Britain . 

First , so far as Northern Ireland is concerned the effect of the 

decision was to give a dominant and controlling position in that 

area to a local maj~rity which still psychologically felt itself 

to be a minority in the island as a whole , fearful of the new Iri s h 

State evolving to the South of it , and fearful of the Nationalist 

Catholic minority within ~ts own frontiers . This fear-ridden 

group , determined to hang on to the privileges ~hich the protestant 

· minority had had in· Irela1.<1 throughout the period of British rule , 

reacted to the creation of the 'lew Northern Ireland Home Pule a r ea 
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by taking discriminatory measures against the artificially-

created catholic nationalist minority within this area - measures 

designed to ensure that wherever possible this minority would not 

fail control even of local administrations where they had a local 

majority and to discourage them from finding employment within 

Northern Ireland, thus minimising the anger of a deeply feared 

term demographic shift in their favour, based on the higher catholic 

birth rate. 

Thus, so far as the social psychological, and political situation 

of Northern Ireland was concerned, the solution, a partition, 

produced the worst possible result especially as Britain's 

:.: ··satisfaction· at havin'g ,-.as ·most'" British oolitical leaders· sh'o.tt-' ···· 
I • 

sightedly though, found a solution to the lrish problem led 

successive British Governments to abdicate completely their 
I 

responsibility for controlling the discriminatory actions of the 

provincial Governments formed exclusively by representatives of the 

protestant unionists. 

In the Republic, too, the division of the island in 1920 had bad 

effects. When the Horne Rule status of this larger part of the 

island v.ras transformed into dominion status withL1 the British 

commonwealth in 19 2 2, (vlhich became full sever ign independence in 

19 31) . This new state found itself with an overwhelmingly Roman 

Catholic population ~ the protestant minority within this area 

was only 6 percent at tha~ time. This had the effect of 

encouraging success{ve Governments in the Republic t~ modify some 

of the laws of the State inherited from the previous pP~iod of 

British rule along lines co~patible ~ith the tea-hing O! the RomR n 

. , . '. 
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Catholic Church on certain moral issues, and led to the 

introduction of a new constitution in 1937 which also bore the 

marks of Roman Catholic influence. At the same time the new 

State sought to repay the debt it owed to the Language Revival 

Movement of the early years of the century by making the use of 

the Irish language essential for school examination purposes 

and for entry to the Public Service . Thus the new Irish State 

developed along Catholic, gaelic lines which tended to deepen 

the divisions that already existed before independence between 

North and South . 

• • .. • ... 4 . ... ~· • ·~· •• 

An?ther consequence.of th~ division of the island so far as the 
( . .... . ~ ·.4 . • -:· : '. ··. ,, . ... ~ . .. • , ~.. • .•• . .: :~ ' • :·;· 1'' • ~ • • ..... • .' .: ·~··.: ·."'"'' 0 ~. ~ · • _ .. , : \ 
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Republic was concerned was that the initial incredulity and 

non-acceptance of the idea that the island of Ireland could be 

divided , turned gradually into a form of irrendentism on the part 

of the new State , best summed. up in the phrase "give us back 

our lost six counties" as if these six counties were the property 

of the other twenty six. Even though this view was not in 

most cases held with much passion or strong conviction nevertheless 

it exacerbated relatiuns between North and South and intensified 

the already pre-existing fears of the Northern Protestant Unionists. 

The situation created hy the division of the country and the 

establishment of a Home Rule system in Northern Ireland was one 

which clearly carried in it ultimately the seeds of its own 

destruction. The Catholic Nationalist minority artificially 

created within Northern Ire land would not be expected indefinitely 

to accept total cxcluslon fro~ 90w~r · at the level of th~ 
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Provincial Gover~ment and in the late 1960s the resentment of this 

minority was transformed from a sterile anti-partitionism to a 

constructive demand for 
r S 

civil rights and the ending of discrimination.! 

(This ~itch in the whole 

Nationalist minority in 

I 
I 

j 

emphasis of the policies pursued by the 

Northern Ireland owed much to the example 

of the American Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s. I 

Because this .new Movement involved on the part of the Catholic 

Nationalist minority in Northern Ireland an implied acceptance of 

· the existence of Northern Ireland, for the time being at least, 

and a willingness to participate in its institutions, it carried 

with it the possibility and prospect of at least an interim solution 

:· .... : .. . :··. ·•: · ~ · ·: to".- the . Iris·h ·prob1em·· nad the'··pr·otestant uhionis·t rtlaj ·ority :had 'th.e c·.'.:- ~ · 

imagination to grasp the opportunity thus offered. Unfortunately 

this did not happen. The shock effect of seeing the system of 

safeguards for their domination through discrimination, built up so 

carefully over so many decades, destroyed ov.ernight by the reforms 

imposed by the British Government in 1969, following the demands 

of the Civil Rights Movement, had indeed the opposite effect on the 

Protestant Unionists. To them the Civil Rights Movement appeared 

not as a belated acceptance by the Catholic Nationalists of the 

~orthern Ireland Statelet and a willingness to work within the 

system there but rather as a threat to what they had come to accept 

as their natural right to control exclusively and indefinitely 

~he fortunes of this area, without interference from the soverig n 

British power, and without effective resistance from the Catholic 

f.\1 ,,r; ionalist minority~· ·· ; 

. ' 

-, 
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Throughout the ;1hole of the period since the Northern crisis 

started it is this psychological attitude of the protestant unionist 

majority which has posed an insuperable obstacle to a solution to 

the problem of governing Northern Ireland. In other respects, 

however, the political situation has evolved favourably, and 

several other major obstacles to a solution have removed themselves. 

Thus quite apart from the highly significant change in the attitude 

of the Catholic Nationalist minority within Northern Ireland, a 

change also occurred during the early 1970s in the attitude of 
. 

politicians and public opinion in the Republic. The unthinking 

irredentism of many decades in this part of Ireland has been 

" ·:.··.: ....... . . ;·.::: .... displaced:··by a ·new ;· more re·au:stic ' .. and· more · generous approach,···; ·,. . ··~.:s· . . 

involving a recognition of the impossibility of securing a 

reunification of Ireland by any other means than the free consent 

of a majority of the people of Northern Ireland. 

This change in attitudes in the Republic is important because it 

has effectively removed one of the major pschological problems of 

the Northern protestant majority - the fear that the larger and 

more heavily populated Southern Irish State would in some way and at 

some point seek to impose and succeed in imposing, reunification, 

against the wishes of the protestant majority in Northern Ireland. 

Yet another obstacle to a solution disappeared around the sam~ time, 

as British politicians and British public opinion, faced with the 

L~tractable character of the pqlitical problems of Northern Ireland, · 

woke up to the fact that retaining control of this area brought 

'Jn · a nuc ea r ~0 3 
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the presumed strategic advantage of bases in the area was in any 

event greatly reduced and the burden imposed on Britain, b0th 

financiarly and strategically in terms of the need to transfer troops 

from Germany to Northern Ireland, thus weakening the United 

Kingdom's participation in NATO, has created a completely different 

situation, in which the great majority of British politicians and 

British public opinion have lost all interest in remaining in 

Northern Ireland save to the extent and for the period necessary to 
I 

find an honourable solution and one that will not leave behind chaos 

and Civil War in an island within a dozen miles of their shores. 

While there remain those in Ireland who do not yet recognise this 
I . . . . . . ' . . . .. • 

·~·funuamental.''chan·g·e· ·in·· ·B:ti t'isli. ~a·tti'tudes·, ··and who ·sti'li:' .~s'~e · 'l::he'. · : •• • . ' ..... ' j 

Northern Ireland problem in simplistic terms as being merely a 

question of getting Britain out of the part of Ireland over which it 
I 
I 

still exercises sovereignity, this view no longer commands qeneral 

support, both in Northern Ireland and in the Republic the great 

majority of people recognise that the real problem is rather the 

relationship between the two sections of the comn~nity in Northern 

Ireland, whose mutual fears of each other are such that, given the 

existence of para-military bodies on both sides, the premature 

withdrawal of the British presence could precipitate a real Civi.l 

war. 

At the same time it .has to be said that there is ~ school of thought 

that despairs of a solution being found by politicaJ means in the 

·foreseeable future and that is prepared, if not t0 ~tsk the 

c6nsequences of an actual British withdrawal, at lectst to ~ake a 
.. .I • 
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chance on a declaration by Britain of an intent to withdravl at 

some time in the future. However, given the danger that even such 

a long-term declaration of intent could precipitate a major crisis 

by tempting extremists on both sides to move in rapidly to fill the 

potential vacuum that would be created by such a British 

declaration this idea is firmly rejected by the Irish Government, 

whose first and compelling concern must be the avoidance of the 

danger of a drastic intensification of violence in the North, where 

the very survival of the isolated catholic nationalist minority 

who live in so-called 'Ghetto areas• in the Eastern part of the 

province would be in danger.· 

: · • ••• : .: ..... ¥ · ··~· ,;; •. .; ;··r. have. ··s)?oken . of' '•'the' changes·· thab:· have- 'taken ·place ·in· the. .. .... . ·. ?·: ·. :.· .·· 

attitude of the catholic nationalist minority in Northern Ireland, 

\ 
\. \ 

\ 

of the new perception of the problem in the Republic, and of the -

somewhat belated - British recognition that they no longer have 

an interest in .m.aintaining a presence on Irish soil. 

Thus the last seven years have seen major changes take place in a 

number of the elements of the Northern Ireland problem so that 

the previously numerous and in conbination apparently insoluble 

political difficulties have now been reduced to one single issue ·

the willingness of the protestant unionist majority to share 

power with elected representatives of the catholic nationalist 

minority, who are willing to join in the Government and 

administration of the province, and to work with representatives 

'-'f the protestant unionist majority to put dovm. violenc.e emanatin9 

f~om both extremes - and who are also willing to agree that the 

;ques,_ LO~ of ·'th.c . :LeU~1±fication of· .. I.rclahd. be left·.to _be ·.<fctc-rmi.nc~c,1 

in· .- :1e iuture by a majority decision of the people of Northern Irl. 
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Given that in any such power-sharing Government or administration 

the elected representatives of the protestant unionists 

would be entitled on a proportional basis to 65-70% of the seats 

in Government, it may not be easy to understand why this issue 

should be, or have become, the final stumbling block in the 

way of a political solution to the Northern Ireland problem. 

To a certain extent at least this difficulty has arisen 

because of the fact that in the difficult process of mental readjust- 1 

ment to the ending of the period of protestant unionist domination, 

which has led to the break up.of the unionist party monolith 

into half a dozen political parties, a number of these new parties 
·J 

.. :·:-; ~ ·.~ .. :·· ··.··: . .... ·' hav~·· fou:gi-tt.'•to. r~lain 't:lie· d;"tippo'rt: of "-the · '·pfdt~·~·ta:~t: .·~nibrii:~l·:·;·~ ·.:: ;. ~. ~: · ·· 

electorate by making this issue of power-sharing a crucial 

question - in other words by getting on a political hook on this 

issue. 

But the fact that this has happened is itself a reflection of the 

depth of the fears and misunderstandings that exist 

between the two sections of the community in Northern Ireland. 

A large proportion of the protestant unionist electorate, in 

~ts fear for the survival of the identity of this section of the 

community, makes few or no distinctions between the tiny minority 

of IRA supporters on the one hand, and the vast majority of the 

,:-:a.tholic nationalist community who support the constitutional SDLP 

party which is opposed to violence, and is willing to work within 

t,1~ existing system on a power~sharing basis until such time as a 

major~ty in Northern Ireland agree to political reunification of 
··.: . " . 

the is· :-..nC3:. . .• .·· ·.· . . . . . : .. 
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These fears are easily played upon by the more extremist of 

Protestan~ Unionist politicians - and the less extreme political 

leaders on the Protestant Unionist side clearly fear that any 

<l!lllpromise on what has been elevated into the c.r·ucial issue -

viz. power-sharing in Government will play into the hands of 

Paisley, and will lead to their being discredited with the 

electorate as other Unionist politicians have been discredited in 

the recent past when they have agreed to compromise on the power-

sharing issue. 

• I 

Another reason why the question of power-sharing has not yet been 

' .... .: ·'· !:· ·. :•.·.:· :-;.~ :< .fa.ced ·_b:y: : tlf~ -.le.~de_r~. pf, the ... J?.rotc.sta:r;J.t . Up.:t,opi, ~t major;t._ty_ . ~-? .that . . ' . . . .. . . . ·. •. ,. .. .. . .. .. . •.. . .... ...... :.; .. '.':~::<" ~ 

while it has been the policy of the British Government and 

opposition since 1972 that devolved Provincial Government will be 

restored only on a power-sharing basis, during a significant 

part of' ·this period - · in particular between 1974 and. 1976 -

this policy was not always clearly enunciated by British 

political leaders. Fearful of alienating Unionist opinion by too 

aggressive a statement of this policy, both the Brjtish 

Government and opposition at various periods during these 

two year period have weakened their impact upon Un~onist 

opinion by seeming to water it down or to play it down. 
I 

However, since last Autumn there has been a clear recognition in 

British political circles of the counter-productive character 

of thi~ ~rend towards a ~atering down or playing ~own of the power

sharing issue and a very positive re-statement of British policy, 

· bot~1 · by . th'e.- ·Go:vf-'rnmcnt.and· ~J(. ·ti:·c! ?~_po~j,.~i_on,, f: ::>s in rc-:.snt 
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months reconcentrated attention on this power-sharing more ~learly 

than for several years past and has faced the Protestant Unionist 

majority, who are increasingly dissatisfied with direct rule from 

London in the absence of devolved Government, with the need 

to redefine in some way their policy on this issue, if they are 

to secure as the vast majority of them clearly wish to secure, a 

restoration of devolved Provincial self-Government. In this situation 

there exists some possibility of political movement, although 

past disappointments in this respect have been so numerous that most 

people continue to regard the possibility of an early_political 

solution with considerable scepticism. 

'\,.,J, •: • • ;. ..,. • • ... ... "" " • • ... ., • • • •• • 0 ~..._ • • · ; .., .. ~. ·:· 'II -: • • ~ - •• • • : • \~ .... : -· . 0 ..,. • • •• • • • :. • • • • ,. • • • • • 
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In the meantime the problem facing politicians in Northern Ire land 
' 

is that of maintaining their role in society over a prolonged 

period during which they have no formal functions to perform. 
I 

These politicians ~ere elected less than two years ago to a 

Convention, designed to seek a political solution, but they failed 

to agree, this Convention was dissolved by the British Governme nt. 

The facilities available to the politicians in the form of the 

Parliament building at Stormont, near Belfast, were then withdravln 

from them
1

and even the function of representing local 

constituency interests ceased to be recognised by the British 
I 

Government. 

These British 

I 
I 
I 
I 

tactics which many 
) 

regard as serio~~ly mistaken, 

have created severe problems for the politicians in Northern 
. I 

Ireland, who need above all to have a positive role to play du r ing 

the p e riod while opinion evol"\.:es towards agre_em"'n~ . . on ~:;ume kind 

of solution to the power- sharing problem. There is a 

real d a nger that the political system in Northern Ire. _.::- r.d 
_ j 
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could dis1ntegrate if left too long in this state of limbo , 

and there is therefore - quite apart from the urgency imposed by 

the continuing campaign of violence - a very real need 

for early progress along this road 

.. 
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